II. Literature Review
WWW contains millions of information beneficial for the users, many information seekers usage search engine to initiate their Web activity. Every search engine rely on a crawler module to provide the grist for its operation [18] , Matthew Gray wrote the first Crawler, the World Wide Web Wanderer, which was used from 1993 to 1996 [10] . J. Cho. in [18] describes various search techniques and how the search engines works by using crawler and in [26] he has described how the search engines should cope with the evolving Web, in an attempt to provide users with up-to-date results. He has made the various studies on crawler policies. [19] Proposes how one can maintain local copies of remote data sources "fresh," when the source data is updated autonomously and independently. [21] [24] gives an idea about different types crawler. Gautam Pant and Filippo Menczer examined the use of focused crawler in [16] [17] . S.S. Dhenakaran1 and K. Thirugnana Sambanthan [3] give an overview about Different types of Web crawler and the policies being used in the web crawlers and their evolution. Ms. Swati Mali and Dr. B.B. Meshram in [4] implements effective multiuser personal web crawler where one user can manage multiple topics of interest. This type of web crawler can be configured to target precisely what user needs. It offers a high degree of control over the information that is returned for a particular search, vastly increasing the likelihood that it will be relevant. A crawler is a program that downloads and stores web pages often for a web search engine. The rapid growth of World Wide Web poses challenges to search for the most appropriate link. Author Pooja gupta and Mrs. Kalpana Johari [5] has developed a Focused crawler using breadth-first search to extract only the relevant web pages of interested topic from the Internet. In [6] author Keerthi S. Shetty, Swaraj Bhat and Sanjay Singh, used symbolic model checking approach to model the basic operation of crawler and verify its properties by using The tool NuSMV. It helps to verify the constraints placed on the system by exploring the entire state space of the system. In [19] author Hiroshi Takeno, Makoto Muto, Noriyuki Fujimoto introduced a new Web crawler that collects Web content suitable for viewing on mobile terminals such as PDA or cell phones. They have described "Mobile Search Service" that provides content suitable for mobile terminals.
III. Web Crawler
A web crawler is a software or programmed script that browses the World Wide Web in a systematic, automated manner. The structure of the WWW is a graphical structure, i.e., the links presented in a web page may be used to open other web pages. Internet is a directed graph where webpage as a node and hyperlink as an edge, thus the search operation may be summarized as a process of traversing directed graph. By following the linked structure of the Web, web crawler may traverse several new web pages starting from a webpage. A web crawler move from page to page by the using of graphical structure of the web pages. Such programs are also known as robots, spiders, and worms. Web crawlers are designed to retrieve Web pages and insert them to local repository. Crawlers are basically used to create a replica of all the visited pages that are later processed by a search engine that will index the downloaded pages that help in quick searches. Search engines job is to storing information about several webs pages, which they retrieve from WWW. These pages are retrieved by a Web crawler that is an automated Web browser that follows each link it sees [7] .
Fig1: architecture of a web crawler Figure 1 shows the generalized architecture of web crawler. It has three main components: a frontier which stores the list of URL's to visit, Page Downloader which download pages from WWW and Web Repository receives web pages from a crawler and stores it in the database. Here the basic processes are briefly outline.
Working of Web Crawler
Crawler frontier: -It contains the list of unvisited URLs. The list is set with seed URLs which may be delivered by a user or another program [16] . Simply it's just the collection of URLs. The working of the crawler starts with the seed URL. The crawler retrieves a URL from the frontier which contains the list of unvisited URLs. The page corresponding to the URL is fetched from the Web, and the unvisited URLs from the page are added to the frontier [17] . The cycle of fetching and extracting the URL continues until the frontier is empty or some other condition causes it to stop. The extracting of URLs from the frontier based on some prioritization scheme [15] .
Page downloader: -The main work of the page downloader is to download the page from the internet corresponding to the URLs which is retrieved from the crawler frontier. For that, the page downloader requires a HTTP client for sending the HTTP request and to read the response. There should be timeout period needs to set by the client in order to ensure that it will not take unnecessary time to read large files or wait for response from slow server. In the actual implementation, the HTTP client is restricted to only download the first 10KB of a page. [8] .
Web repository: -It use to stores and manages a large pool of data "objects," [12] in case of crawler the object is web pages. The repository stores only standard HTML pages. All other media and document types are ignored by the crawler [21] . It is theoretically not that different from other systems that store data objects, such as file systems, database management systems, or information retrieval systems. However, a web repository does not need to provide a lot of the functionality like other systems, such as transactions, or a general directory naming structure [12] . It stores the crawled pages as distinct files. And the storage manager stores the up-to-date version of every page retrieved by the crawler.
The working of a web crawler is as follows:  Initializing the seed URL or URLs  Adding it to the frontier  Selecting the URL from the frontier  Fetching the web-page corresponding to that URLs  Parsing the retrieved page to extract the URLs[21]  Adding all the unvisited links to the list of URL i.e. into the frontier  Again start with step 2 and repeat till the frontier is empty.
The working of web crawler shows that it is recursively keep on adding newer URLs to the database repository of the search engine. This shows that the major function of a web crawler is to add new links into the frontier and to choose a recent URL from it for further processing after every recursive step [7] . Flow of basic crawler is shown in figure 2. 
IV. Types Of Web Crawler
Different strategies are being employed in web crawling. These are as follows.
Focused Web Crawler
Focused Crawler is the Web crawler that tries to download pages that are related to each other [4] [21] . It collects documents which are specific and relevant to the given topic [7] [14] . It is also known as a Topic Crawler because of its way of working [4] [17] . The focused crawler determines the following -Relevancy, Way forward. It determines how far the given page is relevant to the particular topic and how to proceed forward. The benefits of focused web crawler is that it is economically feasible in terms of hardware and network resources, it can reduce the amount of network traffic and downloads [11] . The search exposure of focused web crawler is also huge [2] [9].
Incremental Crawler
A traditional crawler, in order to refresh its collection, periodically replaces the old documents with the newly downloaded documents. On the contrary, an incremental crawler incrementally refreshes the existing collection of pages by visiting them frequently; based upon the estimate as to how often pages change [21] . It also exchanges less important pages by new and more important pages. It resolves the problem of the freshness of the pages. The benefit of incremental crawler is that only the valuable data is provided to the user, thus network bandwidth is saved and data enrichment is achieved [22] [27].
Distributed Crawler
Distributed web crawling is a distributed computing technique. Many crawlers are working to distribute in the process of web crawling, in order to have the most coverage of the web. A central server manages the communication and synchronization of the nodes, as it is geographically distributed [2] . It basically uses Page rank algorithm for its increased efficiency and quality search. The benefit of distributed web crawler is that it is robust against system crashes and other events, and can be adapted to various crawling applications [23] .
Parallel Crawler
Multiple crawlers are often run in parallel, which are referred as Parallel crawlers [24] . A parallel crawler consists of multiple crawling Processes [24] called as C-procs which can run on network of workstations [25] . The Parallel crawlers depend on Page freshness and Page Selection [20] . A Parallel crawler can be on local network or be distributed at geographically distant locations [2] .Parallelization of crawling system is very vital from the point of view of downloading documents in a reasonable amount of time [25] .
V. Conclusion
Web Crawler is the vital source of information retrieval which traverses the Web and downloads web documents that suit the user's need. Web crawler is used by the search engine and other users to regularly ensure that their database is up-to-date. The overview of different crawling technologies has been presented in this paper. When only information about a predefined topic set is required, "focused crawling" technology is being used. Compared to other crawling technology the Focused Crawling technology is designed for advanced web users focuses on particular topic and it does not waste resources on irrelevant material.
